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CREATIVE COOKING

Cooking is an essential part of Scouting outdoor adventures.  Meals don’t
have to be typical or boring.  Scouts enjoy learning new techniques and
having different types of food.  Choose a type of cooking and challenge your
dens or patrols to be as creative as possible in their menu choices.

Hot dogs are a favorite food item for campfire cooking.  And scouts will eat
them. But there are a lot of other easy things that can be cooked over a fire,
and when the boys are involved with the food preparations and actual
cooking, they will eat them too.

In the next few pages, you’ll find some ideas for types of cooking and some
recipes.  The sky’s the limit when it comes to good food and good times.

Enjoy!
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OPEN FIRE COOKING



RECIPES

Orange Cup Cinnamon Rolls

4 Oranges
1 Can of biscuits, Cinnamon,
Powdered Sugar, Little bit of milk

Cut 1/3 of the orange off and scrape pulp from the insides of both pieces.
Take 1 biscuit and mash it out. Sprinkle a little powdered sugar and cinnamon
and layer with another biscuit, repeat. Usually takes 2 or 3 biscuits. Roll up the
layered biscuits and put into the orange. Add about a tablespoon of powdered
sugar on top and a teaspoon of milk. and wrap in tin foil. Place in coal of fire
for about 30 minutes. Remove, unwrap, and pull out pops a delicious
cinnamon roll with a hint of orange.

Campfire Cake In A Orange Shell
1 Box Jiffy yellow cake mix --(8 oz.)
6 Large Thick skin oranges
Water
Tinfoil (heavy)

Slice 2 inches in diameter from oranges and save.
Remove orange from shell being careful not to damage shell. Prepare cake
mix per instructions. Fill each orange shell half full of cake mix. Replace top
and wrap in foil. Bake in hot coals or on grill about 20 minutes, turning often. I
use this as a breakfast treat when camping. We eat the oranges out of the
shell with a spoon, then when the cakes are done you may eat them with a
spoon or peel your orange and have a hot orange cake.

Stuffed Zucchini or Onions

1 pound ground beef
4 zucchini or large sweet onions
1 egg
bread crumbs or crackers
Salt, pepper or chosen seasonings.

Scoop out vegetable leaving thick layer intact.  Chop the excess into small
pieces.
Add crumbs, meat, egg and seasonings.  Fill shells with mixture and wrap
with aluminum foil.  Place directly on the coals.



VARIATIONS ON EGG COOKERY

1. Cut large orange in half, spoon out the pulp, (save for later). Crack an egg
into each half. Put orange halves directly on the coals. Cook until done (some
have taken as long as 20 minutes.) Remove with tongs. The eggs have a
really unique taste.

2. Double treat on the next one -the cooking container can become part of the
meal. Cut a large onion lengthwise (stem to root). Remove about half the
inside. Crack an egg into each half. Put halves directly on the coals. Cook
until done. Remove from
coals. Let cool on a plate for a bit, then peel away the burned portion of the
onion.

3. The last one is a real eye-opener, but you need a special container- a
paper cup. Use non-waxed, non-plasticized cups, about 6-oz size. Fill about
1/3 with water. Slide in an uncracked egg (2 will usually fit). Place directly on
the coals. When everything works right (cup doesn't split), eggs will boil in the
cup that will not burn! Remove from fire with tongs.

Hotdog "Filet" Special

Cut hotdog lengthwise, but not all the way through. Stuff sliced cheese into
the slit. Wrap with bacon slice, securing ends of bacon with a toothpick. Cook
on a stick or in a cardboard box oven, 10-15 minutes.

Banana Boat

1 Banana
Mini marshmallows Chocolate chips
Raisins (optional)
Partially peel banana. Cut wedge-shaped section in banana.
Remove wedge. Place in hollow: marshmallows, chocolate and raisins. Cover
mixture with banana peel and wrap in foil.
Place in coals for about 5 minutes, until chocolate and marshmallows are
melted.



Twisters

Biscuit mix
Milk or water Honey

Follow the direction on the biscuit box using a little less liquid than called for.
Twist the dough around the end of a green stick. Hold, rotating slowly over hot
coals of fire until cooked. Dip into honey and enjoy. Can also use butter and
jam.

Baked Apples

Fresh apple, brown sugar, raisins, butter, heavy duty foil

Core the apple, making a hollow tube through the apple. Melt the butter over a
low flame and mix in the brown sugar and raisins to form a paste. Place the
cored apple in the center of a sheet of foil large enough to entirely wrap the
apple. Fill the tube in the apple with the raisin and brown sugar paste, and
then wrap the foil around the apple, sealing it in tight. Place the foil apple on
hot coals and cook until soft, approximately 10-15 minutes.



Foil Dinners

Variations on a Theme:

Foil dinners are simple to make meals of meat and vegetables wrapped in
aluminum foil and cooked in the coals of a campfire. The traditional contents
of hamburger, a few slices of potato, some carrots and salt and pepper are
bland at best, tasteless at worst. A little ingenuity and creative use of flavors
can turn foil meals into gourmet meals.

Keys to Success:

Use two layers of heavy foil, and use good folds to trap the moisture inside.
Cook on charcoal or the hot coals of a wood fire, never on flames.
Turn occasionally, over and end-to-end, to cook evenly and prevent burning
the food. Don't be too concerned that some ingredients like onions may char
easily.
Every foil dinner needs a source of moisture, like onion slices, soups or salad
dressings, seasoning sauces, butter, or even a spoonful of water.
Cooking time depends upon the amount of heat in the coals, but a good
average is fifteen to twenty minutes for hamburger, at least twenty for chicken,
and longer for solid meats like steak. Use caution here. Cooking too long
creates charred food, but too short means undercooked food that is both
unappetizing and potentially a health hazard. Check one meal before pulling
all off the fire. Hard veggies take longer, too.
Remind Scouts to put the foil in the trash, not the fire when they are finished.

1 large peeled potato, sliced the long way
1 medium onion -2 carrots, sliced
1/4 pound ground beef
1 14-inch piece of heavy-duty aluminum foiI

Put half the vegetable slices flat in the center of the foil. Salt and -pepper to
taste. Shape hamburger into a patty and put on top of the vegetable slices.
Put the rest of the sliced vegetables flat on top of the patty.  Salt and pepper
again to taste.
Seal the foil package by folding the long edges together above the -food. Fold
down loosely in a series of locked folds allowing for heat ---expansion and
circulation.



Then twist each of the ends together to seal and provide handles.
Put the package on a bed of hot coals. Cook about 15 minutes per side or
until done.

Menu Combinations:
Traditional: hamburger, sliced potatoes, carrots, salt and pepper, a slice of
onion and a dab of butter. Thinner slices cook faster.

Other ideas:
Boneless chicken breast with a slice of pineapple and a little barbecue sauce
Stew meat chunks and vegetables
Medium thick pork chops, a bit of sauerkraut.
Ham slices with a slice of pineapple with canned sweet potatoes



CAN/BUCKET COOKING



Creative cooking in a bucket

Chicken
Salt & Pepper
Galvanized Pail
Aluminum Foil

Directions: Clean and prepare 2.5 to 3 pound chicken as you would normally
do for roasting.

Fold two 24” sheets of aluminum foil together side by side to produce a
four-foot square. Place the square on a level space within a designated
cooking area. Cover a 1" thick stick that is 10” long with aluminum foil.
Pound securely upright in the ground in the center of the square.

Place the chicken on the stick, legs down, making sure that the legs are
fully extended. Cover the chicken with the galvanized bucket. Press the
bucket firmly down to produce a seal with the ground.

Add approximately twenty-five hot briquettes to the top of the bucket and
thirty around the base. Fold the excess aluminum foil up to concentrate



the heat and provide a windbreak. Use an additional wind guard when
necessary.

Cook approximately 50 minutes. Cooking time is variable depending on
conditions. This method of cooking will not allow you to check on the
doneness of the chicken.  Allow for extra cooking time and additional
heat. The product should be done when you can clearly smell the
roasted chicken for 10 minutes. Be patient and begin cooking early to
allow thorough cooking. Check all poultry products for doneness before
eating. Checking temperature with a cooking thermometer would be a
good safety check.

Serves four to six with side items.

Experiment with this technique when you'd like to roast or bake a meal.



RECIPES

Coffee Can Cookery

2 Strips bacon
1 Med. potato, sliced 1 Med. onion, sliced
1 Med. tomato, sliced 2 Stalks celery
1/3 Ib Ground beef 1 Carrot
Salt and pepper to taste Coffee can and lid

Cut carrot in half lengthwise. Cut celery and carrot into 2" lengths. Cut bacon
in half. Mold 2 meat patties. Place 2 pieces of bacon on bottom of can. Place
layers of all ingredients. Repeat. Place closed coffee can on top of glowing
coals for 25-min. Open lid and check after 10 minutes, if browning too rapidly,
pour 2 Tbs. of water in can.

Kid’s Ice Cream

1/2 cup milk (lowfat is OK)
1T sugar
1/4 tsp. vanilla

2 different sized coffee cans or "Ziploc" freezer bags
6 Tbs. rock salt (for larger container)
Ice

Place milk, sugar and vanilla in smaller container and seal it tightly.
Fill the large container half full of ice and add the salt.  Place the smaller
container inside the larger container and seal it tight! . Shake it for about 5-15
minutes or until it turns into ice cream.  Wipe off the edge of the small
container before opening it (you may mix ice some salt into the ice cream)
Enjoy!

If using a can, you can kick it to mix it, but be sure that both lids are duct-
taped very well first.  Shaking the container can easily tire some people.
(Make games: how far can you kick it?, can you kick to a "goal"?; can yours
collide with someone else's?)



Kid’s Ice Cream, Part II

Variation #2- mix as above

2 cups milk
2/3 cup chocolate syrup
2 Tbs. sugar
2 cups (1 pint) whipping cream
1/2 pint heavy cream
14 oz can Eagle (Scout) Brand Sweetened Condensed Milk
any flavoring (broken candy canes, chocolate bar, pulverized mints, etc.)



3-PAN OVEN COOKING



Show and Do -Creative cooking in three lightweight pans

Cinnamon Roll-ups

Pastry - Crescent rolls or ingredients for dough from scratch.
Cinnamon
Sugar
Cooking oil
Butter

Prepare twenty-five hot charcoal briquettes. Assemble the three-pan stove as
pictured. Prepare an elevated cooking area using tent pegs, stones, wood etc.

Prepare the crescent rolls, butter, cinnamon and sugar as a roll up. Place
pastry in the lower pan with that pan elevated over eight to ten briquettes.
Cover the pastry with the other pans acting as a lid and briquette holder. The
top pan should have fifteen briquettes. This configuration will allow most of the
cooking from the top down performing as an oven.

Powdered milk and butter buds can be substituted for backpacking.
Experiment with pizza and casseroles.



BAG COOKING



RECIPES

Breakfast in a Bag
Two strips bacon (thick)
one paper bag
one egg
one stick

Cut bacon strips in half, place at the bottom of the paper bag, covering the
bottom. It is important that you have thick strips of bacon as thin ones will stick
and adhere to the paper bag when cooked. Crack egg and put in paper bag
on top of the bacon. Fold the bag's side down 4 times and poke stick through
from one side to the other, and slide stick through so that the bag is hanging
on the end of the stick. Hold over charcoal and watch the grease from the
bacon protect the bag and cook the meal.
After the meal has completed cooking, place bag on table and slice open as
the bag now becomes the plate, for easy clean-up.

ZIPLOC Omelets
2~3 eggs
shredded cheddar cheese
other omelet items as desired (pre-cooked bacon, sausage, peppers, etc.)
salt & pepper
"Ziploc" freezer bags

Write name on a Ziploc bag and crack 2 to 3 eggs into it. Let scouts add a
small spoonful of any/all ingredients he desires.  Zip the bag shut and add to a
pot of boiling water.
Depending on the size of the pot, 6 -10 bags can cook together, taking 8- 15
minutes.



Popcorn in A Bag

Take two brown lunch bags and place one inside the other.  Place a capful of
cooking oil and a small amount of unpopped popcorn inside the bag.  Fold the
bag over at the top and push a stick through.  Hold it carefully over hot coals,
trying not to let it catch fire.  Hopefully the popcorn will pop.  The fun is in the
trying.  Most times the boys become impatient and place the bag too close to
the fire and it goes up in flames.  It that happens, don't try to save it, just start
over.  It really does work.

ZIPLOC Spoon Fudge

1/2 c. powdered sugar
1 Tbs. butter (1/8 stick)
2 tsp. cream cheese
few dashes of vanilla
1/2- 1 Tbs. Cocoa butter
1 "Ziploc" sandwich bag

Place all ingredients in the Ziploc bag and squeeze out all the air. Squish and
moosh the bag until all the ingredients are well mixed and there is a creamy
consistency. Add any flavorings or other stuff like raisins, M&Ms, nuts,
peanuts, etc.

Nuts and Bolts

1/4 pound raisins
1/4 pound peanuts
1/4 pound chocolate bits
Broken up graham crackers
1 part sugar coated cereal
1 part candy-coated chocolate
1 part roasted peanuts

Put in Ziploc bag. Mix and munch when needed.



SOLAR COOKING



Make a Pizza Box Solar Oven!

This solar oven has been adapted from many designs. Please feel free to
improvise! You may want to try making s'mores (graham crackers with melted
marshmallow and chocolate) or English muffin pizzas.

The pizza box solar oven can reach temperatures of 275 degrees. Hot enough
to cook food and to kill germs in water.  A general rule for cooking in a solar
oven is to get the food in early and don't worry about overcooking. Solar
cookers can be used for six months of the year in northern climates and year
round in tropical locations. Expect the cooking time to take about twice as long
as conventional methods, and allow about one half hour to preheat.

What You'll Need ~

Recycled pizza box
Black construction paper
Aluminum foil
Clear plastic (heavy plastic laminate works best)
Non-toxic glue, tape. scissors, ruler. magic marker
Wooden dowel or straw.

Draw a one-inch border on all four sides of the top of the pizza box.
Cut along three sides leaving the line along the back of box uncut (diagram
#1)

Form a flap by gently folding back along the uncut line to form a crease.
(Diagram #2) Cut a piece of aluminum foil to fit on the inside of the flap.
Smooth out any wrinkles and glue into place.
Measure a piece of plastic to fit over the opening you created by forming the
flap in your pizza box. The plastic should be cut larger than the opening so
that it can be taped to the underside of the flap. Be sure the plastic becomes a
tightly sealed window so that the air cannot escape from the oven interior.



Cut another piece of aluminum foil to line the bottom of the pizza box and
carefully glue into place. Cover the aluminum foil with a piece of black
construction paper and tape into place. (Diagram #3)

Close the pizza box top (window), and prop open the flap of the box with a
wooden dowel, straw, or other device and face towards the sun. (Diagram #4)
Adjust until the aluminum reflects the maximum sunlight through the window
into the oven interior.

Your oven is ready! You can try heating s'mores, English muffin
pizzas, or hot dogs, or even try baking cookies or biscuits. Test how hot your
oven can get using a simple oven thermometer!

http:/www. solarnow .org/pizzabx.htm



From:  http://solarcooking.org/easylid.htm

The "Easy Lid" Cooker
Aqui en Español

Designed by Chao Tan and
Tom Sponheim

Although designs for cardboard cookers have gotten
simpler, fitting a lid can still be difficult and time
consuming. In this version, a lid is formed
automatically from the outer box.

 

Making the Base
1. Take a large box and cut it in half as shown in

Figure 1. Set one half aside to be used for the
lid. The other half becomes the base.

2. Fold an extra cardboard piece so that it forms a liner around the inside of the base
(see Figure 2).

3. Use the lid piece as shown in Figure 3 to mark a line around the liner.

4. Cut along this line, leaving the four tabs as shown in Figure 4.



5. Glue aluminum foil to the inside of the liner and to the bottom of the outer box inside.

6. Set a smaller (inner) box into the opening formed by the liner until the flaps of the
smaller box are horizontal and flush with the top of the liner (see Figure 5). Place
some wads of newspaper between the two boxes for support.

7. Mark the underside of the flaps of the smaller box using the liner as a guide.

8. Fold these flaps down to fit down around the top of the liner and tuck them into the
space between the base and the liner (see Figure 6).

9. Fold the tabs over and tuck them under the flaps of the inner box so that they
obstruct the holes in the four corners (see Figure 6).



10. Now glue these pieces together in their present configuration.

11. As the glue is drying, line the inside of the inner box with aluminum foil.

Finishing the Lid

1. Measure the width of the walls of the base and use these measurements to calculate
where to make the cuts that form the reflector in Figure 7. Only cut on three sides.
The reflector is folded up using the fourth side as a hinge.

2. Glue plastic or glass in place on the underside of the lid. If you are using glass,
sandwich the glass using extra strips of cardboard. Allow to dry.

3. Bend the ends of the wire as shown in Figure 7 and insert these into the
corrugations on the lid and on the reflector to prop open the latter.

4. Paint the sheet metal (or cardboard) piece black and place it into the inside of the
oven.



Improving Efficiency

1. Glue thin strips of cardboard underneath the sheet metal (or cardboard) piece to
elevate it off of the bottom of the oven slightly.

2. Cut off the reflector and replace it with one that is as large as (or larger than) the
entire lid. This reflects light into the oven more reliably.

3. Turn the oven over and open the bottom flaps. Place one foiled cardboard panel into
each airspace to divide each into two spaces. The foiled side should face the center
of the oven.

For more information contact:
Solar Cookers International
1919 21st St., Suite 101
Sacramento, CA 95814 USA
or email: info@solarcookers.org



From:  http://solarcooking.org/funnel.htm

The Solar Funnel Cooker
How to Make and Use the BYU Solar Cooker/Cooler

by Steven E. Jones, Professor of Physics at Brigham Young
University (BYU), with Colter Paulson, Jason Chesley, Jacob Fugal,
Derek Hullinger, Jamie Winterton, Jeannette Lawler, and Seth,
David, Nathan, and Danelle Jones.

How to Build Your Own Solar Funnel Cooker

What You will Need for the Funnel Cooker:

1. A piece of flat cardboard, about 2 feet wide by 4 feet long. (The length should be just
twice the width. The bigger, the better.)

2. Ordinary aluminum foil.

3. A glue such as white glue (like Elmer's glue), and water to mix with it 50-50. Also, a
brush to apply the glue to the cardboard (or a cloth or paper towel will do). Or, some
may wish to use a cheap "spray adhesive" available in spray cans. You can also use
wheat paste.

4. Three wire brads-- or small nuts and bolts, or string to hold the funnel together.

5. For a cooking vessel, I recommend a canning jar ("Ball" wide-mouth quart jars work
fine for me; the rubber ring on the lid is less likely to melt than for other jars I've
found. A two-quart canning jar is available and works fine for larger quantities of
food, although the cooking is somewhat slower.).

6. The cooking jar (or vessel) should be spray-painted black on the outside. I find that a
cheap flat-black spray paint works just fine. Scrape off a vertical stripe so that you
have a clear glass "window" to look into the vessel, to check the food or water for
boiling.

7. A block of wood is used as an insulator under the jar. I use a piece of 2"X4" board
which is cut into a square nominally 4" x 4" by about 2" thick. (10cm square x 5cm
thick.) One square piece of wood makes a great insulator.

8. A plastic bag is used to go around the cooking-jar and block of wood, to provide a
greenhouse effect. Suggestions:

• Reynolds™ Oven Bag, Regular Size works great: transparent and
won't melt. (Cost about 25 cents each in U.S. grocery stores.)

• Any nearly transparent HDPE bag (High-density Polyethylene). Look
for "HDPE" stamped on the bag. I've tested HDPE bags which I picked
up for free at my grocery store, used for holding vegetables and fruits.
These are thin, but very inexpensive. Tested side-by-side with an oven
bag in two solar funnels, the HDPE bag worked just as well! (Caution:
we have found that some HDPE bags will melt should they contact the
hot cooking vessel. For this reason, we recommend using the oven-
safe plastic bag wherever possible.)



• An idea attributed to Roger Bernard and applied
now to the BYU Funnel Cooker: place a
pot (having a blackened bottom and
sides) in a glass bowl, and cover with a
lid. Try for a tight fit around the bottom to
keep hot air trapped inside. The metal
pot or bowl should be supported around
the rim only, with an air space all around
the bottom (where the sunlight strikes it).
Put a blackened lid on top of the pot.

Then simply place this pot-in-bowl down in the bottom of the funnel -
no plastic bag is needed! This clever method also allows the cook to
simply remove the lid to check the food and to stir. I like this idea - it
makes the solar cooker a lot like cooking over a fire. See Photographs
for further details.

Construction Steps

Cut a Half-circle out of the Cardboard

Cut a half circle out of the cardboard, along the bottom as shown below. When the funnel is
formed, this becomes a full-circle and should be wide enough to go around your cooking
pot. So for a 7" diameter cooking pot, the radius of the half-circle is 7". For a quart-canning
jar such as I use, I cut a 5" radius half-circle out of the cardboard.



Form the Funnel

To form the funnel, you will bring side A towards side B, as shown in the figure. The
aluminum foil must go on the INSIDE of the funnel. Do this slowly; helping the cardboard to
the shape of a funnel by using one hand to form creases that radiate out from the half-
circle. Work your way around the funnel, bending it in stages to form the funnel shape, until
the two sides overlap and the half-circle forms a complete circle. The aluminum foil will go
on the INSIDE of funnel. Open the funnel and lay it flat, "inside up", in preparation for the
next step.

Glue Foil to Cardboard

Apply glue or adhesive to the top (inner) surface of the cardboard, then quickly apply the
aluminum foil on top of the glue, to affix the foil to the cardboard. Make sure the shiniest
side of the foil is on top, since this becomes your reflective surface in the Funnel. I like to
put just enough glue for one width of foil, so that the glue stays moist while the foil is
applied. I also overlap strips of foil by about 1" ( or 2 cm). Try to smooth out the aluminum
foil as much as you reasonably can, but small wrinkles won't make much difference. (If
even cardboard is not available, one can simply dig a funnel-shaped hole in the ground and
line it with a reflector, to make a fixed solar cooker for use at mid-day.)

Join side A to side B to keep the funnel together. 



The easiest way to do this is to punch three holes in the cardboard that line up on side A
and side B (see figure). Then put a metal brad through each hole and fasten by pulling
apart the metal tines. Or you can use a nut-and-bolt to secure the two sides (A & B)
together.

Be creative here with what you have available. For example, by putting two holes about a
thumb-width apart, you can put a string, twine, small rope, wire or twist-tie in one hole and
out the other, and tie together.

When A and B are connected together, you will have a "funnel with two wings". The wings
could be cut off, but these help to gather more sunlight, so I leave them on.

Tape or glue a piece of aluminum foil across the hole at the bottom of the funnel,
with shiny side in. 

This completes assembly of your solar funnel cooker.

For stability, place the Funnel inside a cardboard or other box to
provide support. For long-term applications, one may wish to dig a
hole in the ground to hold the Funnel against strong winds.

Final Steps

At this stage, you are ready to put food items or water into the
cooking vessel or jar, and put the lid on securely. (See instructions on food cooking times,
to follow.)

Place a wooden block in the INSIDE bottom of the cooking bag. I use a piece of 2X4 board
which is cut into a square nominally 4"X4" by about 2" thick. Then place the cooking vessel

containing the food or water on top of the
wooden block, inside the bag.

Next, gather the top of the bag in your
fingers and blow air into the bag, to inflate
it. This will form a small "greenhouse"
around the cooking vessel, to trap much of
the heat inside. Close off the bag with a
tight twist tie or wire. Important: the bag
should not touch the sides or lid of the



cooking vessel. The bag may be called a "convection shield," slowing convection cooling
due to air currents.

Place the entire bag and its contents inside the funnel near the bottom as shown in the
Photographs.

Place the Solar Funnel Cooker so that it faces the Sun

Remember: Sunlight can hurt the eyes: Please wear sunglasses when using a Solar
Cooker! The Funnel Cooker is designed so that the hot region is deep down inside the
funnel, out of harm's way.

Put the Solar Funnel Cooker in the sun pointing
towards the sun, so that it captures as much
sunlight as possible. The design of the funnel
allows it to collect solar energy for about an hour
without needing to be re-positioned. For longer
cooking times, readjust the position of the funnel
to follow the sun's path.

It helps to put the Solar Funnel Cooker in front of a
south-facing wall or window (in the Northern
Hemisphere) to reflect additional sunlight into the
funnel. A reflective wall is most important in
locations farther from the equator and in winter. In
the Southern Hemisphere, put the Solar Funnel
Cooker in front of a North-facing wall or window to
reflect additional sunlight into your cooker.

After Cooking

Remember that the cooking vessel will be very
hot: Use cooking pads or gloves when handling! If you are heating water in a canning jar,
you may notice that the water is boiling when the lid is first removed - it gets very hot!

Open the plastic-cooking bag by removing the twist-tie. Using gloves or a thick cloth, lift the
vessel out of the bag and place it on the ground or table. Carefully open the vessel and
check the food, to make sure it has finished cooking. Let the hot food cool before eating.

Helpful Hints

1. Avoid leaving fingerprints and smudges on the inside surface of the cooker. Keep
the inner surface clean and shiny by wiping occasionally with a wet towel. This will
keep the Solar Funnel Cooker working at its best.

2. If your funnel gets out-of-round, it can be put back into a circular shape by attaching
a rope or string between opposite sides which need to be brought closer together.

3. For long-term applications, a hole in the ground will hold the Funnel Cooker securely
against winds. Bring the funnel inside or cover it during rainstorms.

4. The lids can be used over and over. We have had some trouble with the rubber on
some new canning-jar lids becoming soft and "sticky." "Ball canning lids" do not
usually have this problem. Running new lids through very hot water before the first
use seems to help. The lids can be used over and over if they are not bent too badly



when opened (pry off lid carefully).

5. The jar can be suspended near the bottom of the funnel using fishing line or string
(etc.), instead of placing the jar on a block of wood. A plastic bag is placed around
the jar with air puffed inside, as usual, to trap the heat. The suspension method
allows sunlight to strike all surfaces of the jar, all around, so that heats faster and
more evenly. This suspension method is crucial for use in winter months.

6. Adjust the funnel to put as much sunlight onto the cooking jar as possible. Look at
the jar to check where the sunlight is hitting, and to be sure the bottom is not in the
shadows. For long cooking times (over about an hour), readjust the position of the
funnel to follow the sun's path. During winter months, when the sun is low on the
horizon (e.g., in North America), it is helpful to lay the funnel on its side, facing the
sun.

Safety

Safety was my first concern in designing the Solar Funnel Cooker, then came low cost and
effectiveness. But any time you have heat you need to take some precautions.

• The cooking vessel (jar) is going to get hot; else the food inside won't cook. Let the
jar cool a bit before opening. Handle only with gloves or tongs.

• Always wear dark glasses to protect from the sun's rays. We naturally squint, but
sunglasses are important.

• Keep the plastic bag away from children and away from nose and mouth to avoid
any possibility of suffocation.

Cooking with the Solar Funnel Cooker

What do you cook in a crock pot or moderate-temperature oven? The same foods will cook
about the same in the Solar Funnel Cooker -- without burning. The charts below give
approximate summer cooking times.

The solar cooker works best when the UV index is 7 or higher. (Sun high overhead, few
clouds.)

Cooking times are approximate. Increase cooking times for partly cloudy days, sun not
overhead (e.g., wintertime) or for more than about 3 cups of food in the cooking jar.

Stirring is not necessary for most foods. Food generally will not burn in the solar cooker.

Vegetables (Potatoes, carrots, squash, beets, asparagus, etc.)
Preparation: No need to add water if fresh. Cut into slices or "logs" to ensure uniform
cooking. Corn will cook fine with or without the cob.
Cooking Time: About 1.5 hours

Cereals and Grains (Rice, wheat, barley, oats, millet, etc.)
Preparation: Mix 2 parts water to every 1 part grain. Amount may vary according to
individual taste. Let soak for a few hours for faster cooking. To ensure uniform cooking,
shake jar after 50 minutes. CAUTION: Jar will be hot. Use gloves or cooking pads.
Cooking Time: 1.5-2 hours



Pasta and Dehydrated Soups
Preparation: First heat water to near boiling (50-70 minutes). Then add the pasta or soup
mix. Stir or shake, and cook 15 additional minutes.
Cooking Time: 65-85 minutes

Beans
Preparation: Let tough or dry beans soak overnight. Place in cooking jar with water.
Cooking Time: 2-3 hours

Eggs
Preparation: No need to add water. Note: If cooked too long, egg whites may darken, but
taste remains the same.
Cooking Time: 1-1.5 hours, depending on desired yolk firmness.

Meats (Chicken, beef, and fish)
Preparation: No need to add water. Longer cooking makes the meat more tender.
Cooking Time: Chicken: 1.5 hours cut up or 2.5 hours whole; Beef: 1.5 hours cut up or
2.5-3 hours for larger cuts; Fish: 1-1.5 hours

Baking
Preparation: Times vary based on amount of dough.
Cooking Times: Breads: 1-1.5 hours; Biscuits: 1-1.5 hours; Cookies: 1 hour

Roasted Nuts (Peanuts, almonds, pumpkinseed, etc.)
Preparation: Place in jar. A little vegetable oil may be added if desired.
Cooking Time: About 1.5 hours

MRE's and prepackaged foods
Preparation: For foods in dark containers, simply place the container in the cooking bag in
place of the black cooking jar.
Cooking Times: Cooking time varies with the amount of food and darkness of package.



How to Use the Solar Funnel as a Refrigerator/Cooler

A university student (Jamie Winterton) and I were the first to demonstrate that the BYU
Solar Funnel Cooker can be used - at night - as a refrigerator. Here is how this is done.

The Solar Funnel Cooker is set-up just as you would during sunlight hours, with two
exceptions:

1. The funnel is directed at the dark night sky. It should not "see" any buildings or even
trees. (The thermal radiation from walls, trees, or even clouds will diminish the cooling
effect.).

2. It helps to place 2 (two) bags around the jar instead of just one, with air spaces between
the bags and between the inner bag and the jar. HDPE and ordinary polyethylene bags
work well, since polyethylene is nearly transparent to infrared radiation, allowing it to
escape into the "heat sink" of the dark sky.

During the day, the sun's rays are reflected onto the cooking vessel which becomes hot
quickly. At night, heat from the vessel is radiated outward, towards empty space, which is
very cold indeed (a "heat sink").

As a result, the cooking vessel now becomes a small refrigerator. We routinely achieve
cooling of about 20º F (10º C) below ambient air temperature using this remarkably simple
scheme.

In September 1999, we placed two funnels out in the evening, with double-bagged jars
inside. One jar was on a block of wood and the other was suspended in the funnel using
fishing line. The temperature that evening (in Provo, Utah) was 78º F. Using a Radio Shack
indoor/outdoor thermometer, a BYU student (Colter Paulson) measured the temperature
inside the funnel and outside in the open air. He found that the temperature of the air inside
the funnel dropped quickly by about 15 degrees, as its heat was radiated upwards in the
clear sky. That night, the minimum outdoor air temperature measured was 47.5 degrees -
but the water in both jars had ICE. I invite others to try this, and please let me know if you
get ice at 55 or even 60 degrees outside air temperature (minimum at night). A black PVC
container may work even better than a black-painted jar, since PVC is a good infrared
radiator - these matters are still being studied.

I would like to see the "Funnel Refrigerator" tried in desert climates, especially where
freezing temperatures are rarely reached. It should be possible in this way to cheaply make
ice for Hutus in Rwanda and for aborigines in Australia, without using any electricity or
other modern "tricks." We are in effect bringing some of the cold of space to a little corner
on earth. Please let me know how this works for you.

Answers to commonly-asked questions
Will the cooker work in winter (in the United States)?
As the sun moves closer to the southern horizon in the winter, the solar cooker is naturally
less effective. A good measure of the solar intensity is the “UV index” which is often
reported with the weather. When the ultraviolet or UV index is 7 or above– common in
summer months– the solar cooker works very well. In Salt Lake City in October, the UV
index was reported to be 3.5 on a sunny day. We were able to boil water in the Solar
Funnel Cooker during this time, but we had to suspend the black jar in the funnel so that
sunlight struck all sides. (We ran a fishing line under the screw-on lid, and looped the



fishing line over a rod above the funnel. As usual, a plastic bag was placed around the jar,
and this was closed at the top to let the fishing line out for suspending the jar.)

The solar “minimum” for the northern hemisphere occurs on winter solstice, about
December 21st each year. The solar “maximum” occurs six months later, June 21st. Solar
cooking works best from about March 20 - October 1 in the north. If people try to cook with
the sun for the first time outside of this time window, they should not be discouraged. Try
again when the sun is more directly overhead. (One may also suspend the jar in the funnel,
which will make cooking faster any time of the year.)

It is interesting to note that most developing countries are located near the equator where
the sun is nearly directly overhead all the time. Solar Cookers will then serve year-round,
as long as the sun is shining, for these fortunate people. They may be the first to apply
fusion energy (of the sun) on a large scale! And they may accomplish this without the
expensive infrastructure of electrical power grids that we take for granted in America.

How do you cook bread in a jar?

I have cooked bread by simply putting dough in the bottom of the jar and placing it in the
funnel in the usual way. Rising and baking took place inside the jar in about an hour (during
summer). One should put vegetable oil inside the jar before cooking to make removal of the
bread easier. I would also suggest that using a 2-quart wide-mouth canning jar instead of a
1-quart jar would make baking a loaf of bread easier.

What is the optimum “opening angle” for the funnel cooker?

A graduate student at Brigham Young University did a calculus calculation over two years
ago to assess the best shape or opening angle for the Solar Funnel. Jeannette Lawler
assumed that the best operation would occur when the sun’s rays bounced no more than
once before hitting the cooking jar, while keeping the opening angle as large as possible to
admit more sunlight. (Some sunlight is lost each time the light reflects from the shiny
surface. If the sunlight misses on the first bounce, it can bounce again and again until being
absorbed by the black bottle.) She set up an approximate equation for this situation, took
the calculus-derivative with respect to the opening angle and set the derivative equal to
zero. Optimizing in this way, she found that the optimum opening angle is about 45
degrees, when the funnel is pointed directly towards the sun.

But we don’t want to have to “track the sun” by turning the funnel every few minutes. The
sun moves (apparently) 360 degrees in 24 hours, or about 15 degrees per hour. So we
finally chose a 60-degree opening angle so that the cooker is effective for about 1.2 hours.
This turned out to be long enough to cook most vegetables, breads, boil water, etc. with the
Solar Funnel Cooker. We also used a laser pointer to simulate sun rays entering the funnel
at different angles, and found that the 60-degree cone was quite effective in concentrating
the rays at the bottom of the funnel where the cooking jar sits.



From:  http://solarcooking.org/cooking-hints.htm

SOLAR COOKING
HINTS

There is very little different about cooking in a solar box apart from doubling cooking time
and leaving water out when cooking fresh vegetables or meats. All foods are cooked in
dark covered pots except for roasting nuts and some baking. Use your own recipes and
spices. By making small adjustments in time or the amount of water, your favorite foods
taste as good or better than ever. The following approximate times are for 4-5 servings.
Increase cooking times for larger amounts.

COOKED DRIED CEREALS AND GRAINS - (barley, corn, millet, oats, quinoa, rice, wheat)
: 2 hours. Start with usual amount of water. Next time adjust to your taste.

VEGETABLES - Add no water. Artichokes: 2 1/2 hours; Asparagus: 1 1/2 - 2 hours; Other
fresh green vegetables: 1-1 1/2 hours. If cooked longer they will taste fine but lose their
nice green color. Beans - dried: 3-5 hours. Usual amount of water, can be soaked ahead of
time; Beets, Carrots, Potatoes and other root vegetables: 3 hours. Cabbage, eggplant: 1
1/2 hours if cut up. Eggplant turns brownish, like a cut apple, but the flavor is good; Corn on
the cob: 1 - 1 1/2 hours with or without husk or even in a clean black sock. Squash,
zucchini: 1 hour. Will turn mushy if left longer.

EGGS - Add no water. Two hours for hard yolks. If cooked longer the whites turn brownish,
but the flavor is the same.

MEATS - Add no water. If cooked longer they just get more tender. Fish: 1-2 hours;
Chicken: 2 hours cut up, 3 hours whole; Beef, Lamb, etc.: 2 hours cut up, 3 - 5 hours for
large pieces; Turkey, large, whole: all day

PASTA - Heat water in one pot and put dry pasta with a small amount of cooking oil in
another pot, and heat until water is near boiling. Add hot pasta to hot water, stir, and cook
about 10 minutes more.

BAKING - is best done in the middle of the day (9 or 10 am - 2 or 3 pm) Breads: Whole
loaves - 3 hours; Cakes: 1 1/2 hours; Cookies: 1 - 1 1/2 hours. Do NOT need to be
covered. Avoid bottom crusts - they get soggy.

SAUCES & GRAVIES MADE WITH FLOUR OR STARCH - Heat juices and flour
separately, with or without a little cooking oil in the flour. Then combine and stir. It will be
ready quickly.

ROASTING NUTS - Bake uncovered. Almonds: 1 hour, Peanuts: 2 hours.



From:  http://www.kaapeli.fi/~tep/man/manual.html

Restrictions

A solar box cooker needs direct sunshine in order to work properly. Even in totally
cloudless conditions cooking usually takes longer time on a fire. In cloudy or rainy weather
a solar box cooker works even slower or does not work at all, depending on the conditions.
Wind slows solar cooking down to some extent. A strong wind might even turn a cooker
upside down, therefore it is advisable to have a stable lid.

How does a solar box cooker work?

The box cooker, which is the simplest and the cheapest solar cooker type, is still able to
heat food to 150 C (300 F). It consists of an insulated box with a glass or a plastic window.
The window acts as a solar energy trap by exploiting the greenhouse effect.
Solar radiation passes through the window, and is absorbed by the walls, the bottom of the
cooker and the cooking utensils (pots, pans, etc.). The darker the pots and the inside of the
cooker are, the better they are heated. The window is not transparent to heat radiation,
which means that the heat radiation coming from the walls and the pots will be trapped
inside the cooker, thus heating the air.

To maximize the heating effect, the cooker's walls, and the outer side (not the inner side!)
of the cooking pots should be painted black. The bottom should be covered with a black
metal plate to carry heat to the pots. A double window is better than a single window
because it reduces heat conduction. To increase the incoming solar radiation, reflective
plates can be used; and in less-than-optional solar condition, their use is essential. They
should be positioned so as to reflect radiation from a wider area into the box. In addition,
the box should be mad as airtight as possible, so as to minimize the flow of hot air to the
outside.



How to use the solar box cooker

General instructions

Place your solar box cooker outdoors in a sunny place, which is not windy. Choose, for
example, a fenced garden, a rooftop or a balcony, because then it will be safe from
animals. The nearer the cooking-place is to your house, the easier it is to prepare food and
to keep an eye on the cooker. A strong wind may deposit rubbish and sand on the cooker's
glass, which will slow down the heating process. Further, the outside temperature affects
the temperature inside the cooker. Warm weather is always better than cold.
When you use your solar box cooker for the first time, pay attention to the cooking times of
different meals. With practice you can learn to estimate the time necessary for cooking, and
the food will be tasty without your continuous supervision. When you lift up the glass, watch
out for the burning hot steam that may rise from the box. Because pots get hot in the solar
box cooker, you should use potholders when lifting them out.

Directing solar box cookers

It is best to use solar box cookers when the sun is shining from a cloudless sky and when
the outside temperature is over 20 C (70 F). The cooker should be placed facing directly
towards the sun, so that no shadows fall inside the box. In this way the cooker will get the
maximum amount of sunshine, and cooks fastest. Adjust the cooker's lid to reflect all the
sunshine you can inside the box.

The cooker's position has to be changed so as to follow the sun's movement. If you are not
in a hurry and there is a lot of sunshine, you can pre-set the cooker in the morning to the
position where the sun shines at midday. Then it needs no further adjustments. Otherwise,
if you are in hurry, you should change the cooker's position every 1-2 hours so that it
always faces the sun.

The cooker's reflecting lid should be adjusted downwards or upwards according to how
high (the vertical angle) the sun is shining. Remember not to use too much force in closing
the lid, otherwise you might break the glass.



Maintenance and care of the solar box cooker

Because the solar box cooker is light, you can carry it inside overnight to protect it from rain
and animals. Take good care of surface materials and the glass, because they are easily
damaged or broken. If the glass is dirty, wash it to help the sun's rays pass freely through it.
Keep the box clean inside, too, so that cooking will be safe and the cooker will remain nice.
Reflecting surfaces lose their effectiveness if they become broken or are covered by dust or
dirt. Wipe dust and dirt off the seals and repair broken seals immediately. Taking good care
of the cooker increases its lifetime and increases its effectiveness.

Cooking with solar box cookers

Cooking times for solar box cookers

Begin cooking with your solar box cooker well in advance, because it takes a longer time
than ordinary cooking. With some practice you can easily estimate cooking times for
different raw materials. Times vary according to the amount of food, the number of pieces
and the outside temperature. The kind of cooking pot you are using, the degree of air-
tightness of the box, and the position of the cooker also affect the cooking time. It is difficult
to give exact cooking times. However, it's difficult to overcook food in a solar box cooker, so
you can safely leave it unattended for much longer than the minimum cooking times.
Cooking times can be roughly divided into three categories. Easy-to-cook foods take from
half an hour to two hours; these include fish, chicken, eggs, vegetables, fruits, rice and
pasta. Medium-cooking foods take from three to four hours; these include potatoes, roots,
most meats (especially small pieces), seeds, lentils, bread and pastries. Slow-cooking
foods take from five to eight hours; these include big amounts of food; large roasts; soup
and stew; casserole; and most dried beans. Heating water also takes a long time,



especially if you want to heat large amounts.

Practical tips

You should use water as usual when cooking swelling foods such as beans, rice and
porridge. Do not use any water for meat, fish, eggs, vegetables and roots, or to heat foods
up. Food simply does not burn in the solar box cooker; although it might get dry after
several hours.
Stirring and mixing the food during cooking decreases the cooker's temperature and
therefore slows down cooking. It is advisable to put the food in pots so that you do not need
to stir it. However, if you must stir, do it quickly, only a few times and not before the food is
already hot. Make sure to close the lids of the pots and the cooker's glass carefully after
opening the cooker while cooking. If possible, use tightly closing pots, because otherwise
steam from the food covers the inside the glass, and this slows down cooking.

The temperature inside the cooker rises quickly to 100° C (210 F), which is high enough for
cooking most foods. If you are baking bread, the temperature must be higher (140° C, 280
F); similarly, if you want to get a brown baking surface on the food. The temperature stays
high (over 65° C, 150 F) from two to four hours (if you put a blanket on top of the lid, 1-2
hours without the blanket) after closing the cooker's lid, depending on the outside
temperature. It is not advisable to store or eat dishes below 65 °C, because after this point
the reproduction of microbes is high and the risk of food poisoning increases. Food is safe
inside the cooker from rubbish, insects and animals, but do not store it there overnight
because of the microbe risk.

It is easy to sterilize water in the solar box cooker, if you have clean pots with tight lids.
After water has boiled for ten minutes, it is sterilized for drinking. Boiled water stays usable
in a clean, closed pot or in an unopened, tightly closed cooker.



Suitable pots for solar box cookers

The pots you use should be steady and have tightly closing lids. The best color for pots is
dull-black, which absorbs sunshine well and converts it to heat. You can easily paint the
outside of the pot yourself with a low-cost black heat-resistant (spray) paint. Do not paint
the inside of the pot! The bottom of the pot should be flat.
Materials for pots must resist, conduct and retain heat well. Cast iron, pottery, aluminum
(especially tefloned) and enameled steel are suitable materials. The thicker the material is,
the longer it takes to heat. However, thick material also stays warmer longer than thin
material.

Keep your pots clean both outside and inside. If you have painted pots, and the surface has
worn away, it is easy to repaint them. Small handles and knobs make the handling of the
pots easy, but long handles take a lot of space inside the cooker.



DUTCH OVEN COOKING



Cooking With Dutch Ovens

Perhaps the most useful cooking utensil in camp is the dutch oven.  It is the
most practical utensil for baking and can also be used for stewing, frying,
browning, and steaming.  Turn the lid over, and you have a fine griddle for
pancakes and eggs.

The dutch oven is less practical for the trail because of its weight, but it is
hard to beat in camp.

Seasoning Your Dutch Oven

No special care is need for conditioning and cleaning an aluminum dutch
oven, but a cast iron requires the same care as any cast iron utensil.  A new
oven must be cleaned and conditioned before use.  Most new dutch ovens
today are coated with a protective coating by the manufacturer which can be
removed by a good scrubbing in warm soapy water.  After removing the
coating, and rinsing thoroughly in warm water, put it on the stove and heat it
to over 212' to thoroughly dry it.  Then lightly grease the inside of the oven
and the lid with shortening and bake it at 375'-400' for 2 hours or more.  All
this does is bake a protective grease coating into to the pot and virtually give
your pot a no-scrub surface.  If the pot appears to be sticky, you have used
too much grease or oil.  So, be sure to lightly grease the oven.  After 1 hour,
you can give the oven another light coat of oil.  You may also want to try
conditioning the oven upside-down so that no grease will pool in the bottom.
Never use butter or margarine to season your pot.  Any oil or shortening will
do.  For additional taste, try a light coating of bacon grease.

Cleaning Your Dutch Oven

If your pot is seasoned well and used often, it will be very easy to clean.  If
the pot is cleaned while it's hot (so long as the food wasn't burned!), it can be
almost wiped with a mixture of VINEGAR and water with virtually no
scrapping.  It's best to try and clean the pot while hot to help release the food
particles.  It is helpful to return the pot to the heat after emptying it and
spraying a little of the vinegar/water (I part to 4 parts) mixture to soften the
food.  Then wipe it clean with paper towels and immediately replace the
protective grease coating that keeps the seasoning process going.
Remember to always wipe out the excess grease.  If more aggressive
cleaning is required, place some water in it (NEVER add cold water to a hot
oven) and bring it almost to boil.  Then, use a plastic mesh to scrub the pot --
do not use steel wool (especially those with soap), as it will destroy all that
hard work and time spent conditioning the pot.  If you feel soap must be



used, use a mild detergent.  Remember to reseason after cleaning.

Store the pots in a dry place with a clean sheet of paper towel inside to keep
the moisture from rusting the oven.  You may also want to try storing without
the lid on to prevent moisture from being trapped inside.

Fires for Dutch Oven Cooking

All dutch oven cooking is done with hot coals -- Never in a flaming fire.  The
coals may be from hardwoods like oak and hickory or from charcoal.  Soft
woods, like pine, give unsatisfactory coals.  Either lump charcoal or
briquettes may be used, but the briquettes are preferred for long-lasting fires.
They give an even heat for long periods.  The amount of charcoal needed
varies somewhat, depending on wind conditions, air temperature, and the
altitude.  Obviously, a strong wind will make the coals burn faster and hotter.
At high altitude and on cold days, more coals will be needed.

Heat Control in the Dutch Oven

Many people in using a dutch oven for the first time become discouraged
with oven because they followed the directions and ended up with some
badly burned food.  In using a dutch oven, it is better to use too few coals
rather too many.  Complicating matters is that some books insist heat should
be from the bottom and others recommend that the main heat come from the
top.  Depending on how your are cooking, BOTH are correct.  If you are
frying or your food is being cooked inside a separate pan that is inside the
dutch oven, the main heat should be on the bottom.  If the dutch is oven is
used as a cooking pot, the main heat should come from the top.

Baking: When using a cast iron dutch oven to bake in, the heat must be
distributed on the top and bottom to maintain the proper temperature.
Usually, a 3 50' temperature is sufficient to bake most any dish.  The
temperature may be adjusted by adding (or subtracting) 2 briquettes for
every 25'.  An easy rule to remember is to add 5 to the size of the dutch oven
for the top heat and subtract 3 from the size for the bottom heat to have a
350' oven for 45-50 minutes.

Oven Size  8” 10” 12” 14” 1

Top Heat (size + 5) 13 15 17 19 2
Bottom Heat (size –3) 5 7 9 11 1

When you are 2/3rds of the way through the baking recipe, remove the pot
from the bottom heat to prevent overcooking and burning.  If the top is



browning too quickly, remove 3 or 4 briquettes from the lid and allow the
baking time to finish.  It is also important to distribute the coals evenly to
prevent hot spots from occurring that may burn the food.

Oven Temperatures -
          Slow Oven 250° - 300°

Moderate 325° - 375°
Hot 400° - 450°

Frying: For frying, boiling or steaming, there should only be bottom heat.
For simmering remove half the briquettes from the bottom.

The old adage, "A watched pot never boils" is especially true for dutch ovens
if the lid is removed repeatedly to determine the cooking temperature. Every
time you lift the lid on a dutch oven, you drop the temperature 35°-40°!



RECIPES

Dutch Oven Popcorn

Margarine
Popcorn
Salt

Melt 1 stick of margarine in Dutch oven. Cover most of bottom of the oven
with one layer of popcorn. Place lid on the oven, and bake until the sounds
indicate all the corn has popped; during the popping time, you should lift the
oven by the bale and rotate the oven to better stir the whole batch of corn.

Pour popped corn into a paper bag1 pour additional melted margarine and
salt for desired taste. Shake the bag to distribute salt. Serve while warm.

Pizza Hot Dish

2 pk Crescent rolls
1 Jar Pizza Sauce
1-1/12 Ib Ground Beef
8 oz Shredded Cheddar Cheese
8 oz Shredded Mozzarella Cheese

Brown ground beef, drain. Line dutch oven with 1 package of crescent rolls.
Spread pizza sauce on dough. Add browned beef, the cheeses and use
second package of rolls to form a top crust. Bake 30 min. at 350 degrees F.

Ham And Yams

3 med Yams
1 can Pineapple
1 Ib Ham (smoked bear, duck or goose may be used)
1 c Brown Sugar

Cook yams in pineapple juice. When almost done, ease slices of ham over
yams, place pineapple slices on top of ham and add brown sugar. Bake in
Dutch oven 20 minutes.



Easy Stroganoff

2 tsp. Butter or margarine
1 cn Cream of mushroom soup
1 Ib Round steak, cut into thin strips
1/4 c Water
1/2 c Sour cream
1/2 c Chopped onion
1/2 tsp. Paprika

Melt butter or margarine in skillet. Brown strips of round steak in hot fat. Add
onion and brown. Stir In soup, water, sour cream and paprika. Cover and cook
over low heat, about 45 minutes/ or until meat is tender. Stir frequently. Serve
over hot noodles (wide egg noodles, etc.) or rice.

One, Two, Three

1 Ib Ground beef
1 Sm Cabbage
1 can Tomato soup; undiluted
Salt & pepper; to taste

Alternately layer ground beef and cabbage in a large dutch oven ending with
cabbage. Pour undiluted soup over the top. Add salt and pepper if desired.
Cover and bake for 1 hour.

Campfire Fondue

2 c Shredded Cheddar OR swiss cheese
2 Tbs. All purpose flour
1/4 tsp. Paprika
1 can Cream of celery soup
1/2 cup beer or white wine or water

Toss together, cheese, flour and paprika. Combine soup and beer.
Heat over low heat add cheese, stirring until completely melted.

Serve with French Bread Cubes



Brown Bears in the Orchard

2 Tbs. margarine or cooking oil
2 25.oz. jars applesauce
1 box Dromedary gingerbread mix
2 cups water
1 tall can whipped cream
1 4 lb bag instant charcoal briquettes

Fire up the briquettes

Grease the Dutch oven, bottom and sides. Set the oven on about 10 hot
coals. Pour applesauce into the oven. Cover and place over the coals until the
applesauce is bubbly. Meanwhile, mix gingerbread and water.

Remove oven from coals. Top applesauce with gingerbread, spread evenly.
Do not stir in with
applesauce. Place lid on the oven.

Reduce the underneath coals to five. Place the oven over the five, and add
about 20 to the lid. Bake about 40 minutes, or until a clean knife comes out
smooth when you insert it in the gingerbread. You want to observe the "two-
thirds rule" -remove the oven from the bottom briquettes after about 25
minutes.

Cut into pieces and serve with whipped crea1l1.

Monkey Bread

4 cans biscuits
1 cup sugar
1 cup brown sugar
4 tablespoons cinnamon
1 stick margarine

Cut biscuits into quarters. Mix sugar and cinnamon in plastic bag. Drop
quarters into bag and coat well. Place in Dutch oven. Melt margarine in lid and
pour over quarters. Bake 350 degrees F for 35 minutes.



Dump Cobbler
1 pkg. yellow or white cake mix
2 cans pie filling or 1 Lg. can fruit cocktail
cinnamon
butter

Pour cans of filling or fruit cocktail in bottom of dutch oven. Sprinkle cake mix
over top of fruit.  DO NOT STIR! Sprinkle with cinnamon and cut pads of
butter and let fall on surface. DO NOT STIR, it will burn. Cover and bake until
bubbly and top is lightly browned, about 30-45 min. Any combination of fruits
can be used.



BOX OVEN COOKING







ADDITIONAL INFORMATION



OUTDOOR STOVES

Left to Right: Trench, Charcoal, Sand-frame, Buddy Burner, Vagabond

TRENCH STOVE

On dirt, use bricks, logs, tiles or stones to form a trench. If "no trace" method
is desired, place the trench walls on a sheet of tin. Fill trench with charcoal.
Keep it small. This type of stove is good for boiling, frying, broiling, toasting,
etc.

CHARCOAL STOVE

Use a #10 (or larger) can. Using a (triangular) punch-type opener, make holes
all around the bottom of the can and make fewer holes around the top edge of
the can. Make a grate out of wire to be placed inside the can about 1" below
the can's handle. Make the grate easily removable by using wires to hang the
grate over the top edge of the can. Burn charcoal inside the can and add the
grate when the fire is ready. This stove is good for toasting, broiling, frying,
etc.

SANDFRAME STOVE

Place a sheet of tin on the ground. Build a square frame using 2x4s. Place
this on the tin. (A wheelbarrow can be substituted and no board frame is
required.) Fill the frame with sand. Build any kind of fire on the sand. Use
bricks, or stones. This stove can be used to broil, toast, fry, boil, etc., but is
best used for a small group (6 or fewer).

BUDDY BURNER STOVE

This stove should be made before the campout. Fill a tin can (i. e. tuna fish
can) 4/5 full of melted wax. Cut a strip of cardboard whose width is higher
than the expected level of the wax - roll this into a loose spiral, or cut
individual strips of cardboard that are taller than the expected level of wax. Let



the wax harden a little; then insert the coiled cardboard or the strips of
cardboard in a spiral formation.

The cardboard strips must extend above the level of the wax. This stove is
good for frying or boiling, but not for toasting as it emits black soot.

VAGABOND STOVE

Use a #10 (or larger) can. The open end will be the bottom of the stove. First
cut an opening at the bottom that is about half the height of the can. Then
make an opening for the chimney at the top (opposite side) of the can. Clear
off the top and use this as a frying surface. Build a small fire and once it's
going steadily, place the can over the fire. This stove requires one person to
keep the fire burning steadily (but small), and another person to fry the food.



COOKING FIRES AND TOOLS

Your Cooking Fire

One of the keys to successful camp cookery lies in the type of fire you have to
cook on.  No matter what you are cooking, you will need a good bed of coals.
Flames do not provide adequate sustained heat for cooking.  Flames are fine
for getting water or liquids to boil quickly or for getting heat into the area of a
reflector oven; but only a bed of coals can provide sustained heat over a
period of time for cooking.  Although hardwoods such as ash, oak, hickory, or
maple produce the best coals, you will be limited to the type of wood that is
available in the camp area.

When you use wood as your source of fuel, your fire needs to be divided into
two areas.  One should be used to produce coals.  The same area can also
be used to heat water.  An adequate area should be used for cooking with
coals pulled into it as needed.  By having two areas, you will always have a
supply of coals; you can regulate the heat much better; and there is less
chance that you will bum or spill food.

Using Charcoal

In recent years, the use of charcoal has greatly increased.  Many campers
object to using charcoal, but they fail to realize that when they use wood, they
will not have a good bed of coals until the wood assumes the characteristics
of charcoal.  Charcoal does have some definite advantages over wood.
Charcoal will produce uniform, sustained heat with little or no flame.  The heat
can be increased by blowing on the coals or the heat reduced by sprinkling a
few drops of water on the coals.  In many localities, the use of charcoal is
recommended as a conservation measure.  Also in well-established
campsites, downed, seasoned wood is a rare commodity!

Igniting charcoal need not be a problem.  Some will use a prepared lighting
fluid, this definitely cannot be recommended -- It is far too dangerous.  The
preferred method is to use a charcoal chimney. It can be made at little or no
cost, or commercially purchased.

Locate a ten-quart metal can or pail.  Remove both ends from the can or the
bottom from the pail.  Put a grill about one-third of the way up from the bottom
of the pail.  This grill can be made out of coat hangers with a wire passing
through a series of holes.  Wire should be close enough together that charcoal
briquettes will not pass through the grill.  You should have several of these
starters on hand.



To use the charcoal starter, take three full sheets of newspaper.  Crumple
each sheet into a hard ball and then loosen the paper up.  Put this crumpled
paper in the bottom of the starter.  Use an additional sheet if there is room.
Set the starter on three or four flat stones to get a draft from the bottom to the
top.  Fill the top of the starter with charcoal.  Light the paper from the bottom.
In about twenty minutes, or so, you should have a chimney of red-hot coals.
Dump these coals into your cooking area.  Repeat this process as often as
necessary to ensure an adequate supply of hot coals.

Using charcoal as a source of heat for cooking can create some problems for
the novice.  There are several steps that can be taken to minimize these
problems.  First, do not set pans directly on briquettes.  The charcoal tends to
break down when anything is set directly on the coals.  When coals break
down, the amount of heat is greatly reduced.  Instead, place pots or pans on
several stones so that there is about 1/4" between the coals and the pan.
Actually, this is also a good practice with a wood fire as well!

Second, concentrate your coals.  Two layers of briquettes will produce far
more heat than one layer.  You can use short cans or you can make heat
concentration rings out of aluminum.  Regardless of what type of
concentration ring you use, be sure that there is adequate ventilation to
prevent smothering the fire.  You will need openings in the bottom and a few
near the top.  Also, do not let ashes from the charcoal accumulate, if you do,
the ashes will smother the coals.

Another handy gadget is a blower.  Make one out of scrap copper tubing,
about 3/8" or 1/4" in diameter and about 6" long.  Attach a piece of rubber or
plastic tubing to this.  At the other end of the tubing, attach another piece of
scrap copper tubing for a mouthpiece.  With this blower, you direct additional
draft into the fire starter or on your cooking coals when you want to increase
the heat or blow ashes away from the coals.



Dishwashing and Clean up

Put all food scraps and garbage in plastic garbage bags.  All metal and plastic
cans, and bottles should go into the recycle bin.  Do not burn garbage.  Do not
bury leftover food or garbage.

Always put water on the stove to heat as soon as you are through cooking.
That way it will be hot for clean up after the meal.

Dishwashing requires three pots:
wash pot warm water plus a little soap
cold rinse pot cold water with sanitizer
hot rinse pot clear, clean hot water.

Each person washes his or her own eating utensils.  The first step is to wipe
each item with a paper towel to remove as much food as possible.  Wash less
dirty items first to keep the water as clean as possible.  Wash in warm soapy
water, then rinse in the cold rinse pot and finally dip with tongs into the hot
rinse.  Air dry on a plastic sheet or paper towels.

Dispose of dishwater and grease in a sump hole away from your campsite.
To make a sump hole, first cut a 12: inch square in the topsoil with a shovel.
Remove the topsoil and sod and set aside in the shade.  Dig an 18-inch deep
x 12-inch square hole.  Place a fine mesh screen aver the hole and mark the
hole so you can find it again.  Garbage strained by the screen should be
disposed of in the trash.
When you break camp fill in the hole and replace the topsoil.

Helpful Hint: Soap the outside of pots before using them over a wood or coal
fire.
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